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Composer Kevin Volans turns 60 on 26 July 2009. His
!"#$%&'%#('")'*)%+)%,-!*"*&&'&'.%/0%12*1%#3%*-0%#12'"%4#,12%
Africanborn composer, and here are a few reasons why.
Volans has produced over 100 commissioned, published,
performed works; his artistic collaborations have been with
(inter alia) the Kronos Quartet, Bruce Chatwin, Jonathan
Burrows, Siobhan Davies, William Kentridge and Shobana
Jeyasingh; international performers who have premiered his
music include Peter Donohoe, MarcAndré Hamelin, Robyn
Schulkowsky, the Duke and Smith Quartets, Birmingham
Contemporary Music Group, Storioni Trio, the BBC
Symphony Orchestra, and the San Francisco Philharmonic.
He has written works with such performers in mind
(something few South African composers have been able to
do, and over an extended period of time). Volans has many
5#"6)%+)),'.%#-%*7(%"'8#".+-9):%)''%3#"%';*<!&'%=*0%>??@A%
Roberts 1995, Burrows 1996, O’Kennedy 2006; and Volans
1985, 1990, 1991, 1993, 1994, 1995a, 1996, 1998, 2000a,
BCCBA%BCCDEF%G'%2*)%*&)#%*82+'('.%*%),)1*+-'.%2+92%!"#$%&'%+-%
the international media, for almost thirty years.
Although there has been relatively little scholarly work on
Volans, with the exception of writers such as Timothy Taylor
(1993, 1995), Martin Scherzinger (2004, 2004/5, 2008),
and Bob Gilmore (2006),1 there has been a huge number
#3% +-1'"-*1+#-*&% <'.+*% !"#$%&')A% "'(+'5)% #3% -'5% 5#"6A% *-.%
reviews of recordings. There has also been considerable
8#<<'"8+*&% ),88'))% 3#"% )#<'% 5#"6):% 12'% $%")1% 15#% 41"+-9%

Quartets for example, both reached high on Billboard
Magazine’s classical music charts in the late 1980s. 2 Volans
2*)% '-H#0'.% ),)1*+-'.% 8"+1+I,'% /0% &'*.+-9% <,)+8% 8"+1+8)%
in London, New York, San Francisco, Berlin, Cologne,
Darmstadt, Paris, Madrid, over a period of almost thirty
years (see a selection of reviews on 211!:77555F6'(+-(#&*-)F
com). The public to whom Volans is known overseas is the
new music public, which is by no means enormous, but it
is restricted only in the sense that new art music is not as
large a market as popular music. Volans is known, in short,
not only to a particular group of professional performers, or
in a particular context. He is known and respected within
the wider marketplace of new art music globally, which
(of course) is an extremely competitive market; and he
is known, too, through his contribution to a wide range of
9'-"')%J%)1"+-9%I,*"1'1)A%!'"8,))+#-%<,)+8A%#"82')1"*&%<,)+8A%
ballet scores, dramatic works, solo and duo piano music –
and heard in prestigious venues such as the Queen Elizabeth
Hall, Albert Hall (BBC Proms), Barbican Centre, Institute
of Contemporary Arts (all in London), Museum of Modern
Art Dublin, Lincoln Center New York, Contemporary
Art Chicago, Pompidou Centre Paris, Concertgebouw
Amsterdam, Vienna State Opera, Berliner Festspiele, and
Auditorium di Roma. He is also known as a teacher and
*.H,.+8*1#":% )''% KL*"''"% G+92&+921)M% #-% 2+)% 5'/)+1'% www.
kevinvolans.com, the Irish Contemporary Composers’
website www.cmc.ie, and Chester Novello’s website www.
82')1'"-#('&&#F8#<F%N2*1%)!'*6)%<#)1%1#%2+)%!"#$%&'%+)%12'%
fact that he is published by Chester Music, 3 which is owned
by one of the largest music publishing companies in the
world (Music Sales) and has 62 pages of composers’ names
#-% +1)% 5'/)+1'A% +-8&,.+-9% 41"*(+-)60A% O#,&'-8A% O"#6#$%'(A%
John Tavener, and Michael Nyman.
When Volans is discussed in the broader world of music
8"+1+8+)<A%+1%-#1%*&5*0)%*)%K8#<+-9%3"#<M%4#,12%P3"+8*F%G'%
has long been accepted into an international arena and his
music is compared (variously) to that of Morton Feldman,
O2+&+!% Q&*))A% #"% 41'('% R'+82F% KS#&*-)% )1*-.)% #,1)+.'% *-0%
Volans and percussionist Robyn Schulkowsky)
.//0$'1)-&)&"()2-'+%,#$3&)/4)Hunting: Gathering)$')"(#)
4-,&/#56%&+7$/)$')8+'$,"9):;<=)
>?"/&/1#-3"(#)@'7#(A)B(#%&(#)C):;<=D
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nation’s mainstream’, is how Kyle Gann put it, in the wake
of the tremendous success of Volans’s 2nd String Quartet
Hunting: Gathering (Gann 1988).
V'-%0'*")%&*1'"%Q*--%)1+&&%"'9*".'.%2+<%*)%K#-'%#3%12'%<#)1%
refreshingly unfettered imaginations in new music’ (Gann
1998). Gann is music critic on New York City’s Village
Voice, and along with Andrew Porter of the Financial
Times, Andrew Clements (Guardian), Keith Potter (Contact
and The IndependentE%*-.%#12'"%<*H#"%8"+1+8)%2*)%9'-'"*1'.%
a substantial body of media writing on Kevin Volans.
Perhaps the single most impressive accolade in Volans’s
life so far has come from writer Bruce Chatwin, who
devoted an article in the Financial Times to Volans, saying,
*<#-9%#12'"%12+-9)A%KW'(+-%+)%#-'%#3%12'%<#"'%+--#(*1+('%
composers since Stravinsky’ (Chatwin 1990, 69).
Volans has lived overseas since the mid1980s, is no
longer a SAMRO member,4%+)%-#1%*3$&+*1'.%5+12%*%=,)+8%
Department in South Africa, has not written Unisa grade
exam pieces or received commissions from national
organisations recently.5 He has had few performances here,
few people in South Africa promote his music or study his
scores, few libraries hold them, and few recordings of his
5#"6)% 2*('% <*.'% +1% +-1#% #,"% "'8#".% )1#"')F% G+)% !"#$&'% +-%
South Africa has therefore tended to be overshadowed by
that of other South African composers, and is far different
3"#<% 2+)% !"#$&'% #('")'*)F% S#&*-)M)% <#"'% "'8'-1% 5#"6% +)%
however gradually becoming better known here, especially
through the efforts of performers such as Jill Richards.6
Volans has for some years spent part of each year in South
Africa, where he has a second home on the farm Kruisrivier,
near Calitzdorp.
One hopes, therefore, that we will see more of him in
the future. A foretaste of what this could mean for South
African music lovers and young composers, and the impact
that his music can still have on our musical life, especially
the music of the last ten years, which is on the whole very
different from what is currently being written in South
Africa, was heard during the three Klein Karoo Kunstefees
concerts in honour of his 60th birthday, on 4, 5, and 6 April
2009 (Volans won the Kanna Award for best premiere

+-% *-0% <'.+,<% .,"+-9% 12'% WWXWEF% V5#% #3% 12'% <*H#"%
overseas birthday concerts, by the Crash Ensemble, took
!&*8'% +-% Y,/&+-% #-% P!"+&% ?A% BCC?% Z211!:77555F)8'-*F#"97
blog/newswire/2009/02/crashensembletocelebrate60th.
html, accessed 28.3.09). This includes Nine Beginnings,
Into Darkness,7 and Trumpet, Vibe, Cello, Piano (2009).
V2'"'% +)% *% /+"12.*0% 8#-8'"1% #-% @% [,&0% J% *% K/+9% 8#-8'"1% *1%
12'%\"+)2%=,)',<%#3%=#.'"-%P"1%+-%Y,/&+-M%J%*-.%*%KW'(+-%
Volans Day at the Wigmore Hall in London (31st October)’
(Volans’s email to Wayne Muller of Die Burger, 3.4.09).
There are also concerts in Pretoria (October) and Durban
(November).
From South Africa to Ireland

Volans was born in Pietermaritzburg, Natal in 1949, the
youngest son of Eunice and Jack Volans (Volans pers.
comm.).8 His brothers were Graham and Nigel Volans, and
his father ran the family business, Volans Dry Cleaners (now
Volans Masters Cleaners).9 Volans attended Murchiston
Primary School, which he loved, and then Maritzburg
College.10 He started learning piano at the age of ten, but
.+.%-#1%.#%<,)+8%*)%*%<*1"+8,&*1+#-%),/H'81F%G'%!"#9"'))'.%
)#%I,+86&0%#-%!+*-#A%2#5'('"A%12*1%2'%5*)%<*6+-9%2+)%$")1%
composition attempts, pastiches of Rachmaninoff piano
concertos, as a young teenager (Volans pers. comm.). Art
classes at school inspired him to paint several huge black
and white paintings in Abstract Expressionist style –
portent of an abiding interest in art – and he also excelled at
English, maths and science (Author’s Interview 57.10.07).
Volans matriculated in 1966 and enrolled for an engineering
degree at the University of Natal in 1967. He switched
to architecture halfway through that year, realising that
the design aspect of engineering attracted him more than
*-012+-9% '&)'% Z\/+.EF% =,)+8A% 2#5'('"A% 5*)% )1+&&% 2+)% $")1%
&#('A% *-.% *31'"% *-% *!1+1,.'% 1')1% ZKP))'))<'-1% #-% W'(+-%
Volans’, 30.11.67), Volans auditioned for the University
of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, at the beginning of
>?TUF% S#&*-)% <*H#"'.% +-% !+*-#% *1% N+1)A% !'"3#"<+-9% 12'%
]''12#('-%L%<*H#"%*-.%R*('&%Q%<*H#"%8#-8'"1#)%5+12%12'%
Johannesburg Symphony Orchestra in 1970. According
1#% 12'% <,)+8% 8"+1+8A% 12'% &*11'"% !'"3#"<*-8'% )2#5'.% K9"'*1%
!"#<+)'M% +-% 12'% BC^0'*"^#&.M)% 2*-.&+-9% #3% *-% K';1"'<'&0%
.+3$8,&1% 5#"6M% Z482-'+.'"% >?_CEF% S#&*-)% 8#<!&'1'.% 12'%
]=,)% .'9"''% +-% >?_>% *-.% 9"*.,*1'.% +-% >?_B% ZKN+1)%
Graduation Programme’, April 1972). By this time, he
had already auditioned at the SABC and been engaged as
a recording artist. 11 He has remained a virtuoso pianist all
his life.
Geoffrey Chew and June Schneider were Volans’s most
important mentors at Wits (Author’s Interview, Ibid). He
had occasional composition sessions with Peter Klatzow,
52#%!"'<+'"'.%S#&*-)M)%$")1%9"*!2+8%)8#"'A%Compositions
for a Composer, on 26 August 1971 (Sackse 1971). 12 Re
titled !"#$%, this piece was realised as an instrumental
Volans (left) and Stockhausen in Cologne c1973
>?"/&/1#-3"(#)+'0'/A'E)3"/&/)F5)0$'7)3(#2$%%$/')/4)G(H$')B/.-'%D
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noise piece (chamber ensemble) in 1974 at the Cologne
Electronic Music Studio (Volans pers. comm.). June
Schneider supervised Volans’s 4thyear BMus dissertation,
KV2'% Klavierstücke:% 41#862*,)'-M)% =+8"#8#)<M% ZS#&*-)%
1971), 13 and advised him to study composition in London
with Vladimir Rodzianko (Author’s Interview, Ibid). He
went to London in July 1972, stopping off en route at the
Darmstadt Summer Course, where he attended lessons with
Stockhausen.
This was a seminal moment in Volans’s career. The two had
already met in Johannesburg in 1970 when Stockhausen
visited South Africa to give a series of talks at the SABC
at the invitation of the Johannesburg Music Society, then
82*+"'.%/0%G*-)%P.&'"%Z)''%O'1'"%W&*1`#5%Ka-8#,-1'")%*-.%
R'b'81+#-)M% #-% 211!:77555F6&*1`#5F,81F*8F`*7"'b'81+#-)F
htmlA%*88'))'.%B?FcFC?EF%V2'%&'81,"')%5'"'%K!2'-#<'-*&MA%
)*0)%S#&*-):
He had such powers, almost like mass hypnosis …
Certainly the other students, other members of my
class who were really antiStockhausen, came out
#3%12*1%d$")1e%&'81,"'%*-.%"*-%,!%a&#33%41"''1%H,<!+-9%
over the parking metres, and were so excited they
5'"'%)*0+-9A%K5'M"'%9#+-9%1#%9#%/*86A%5'%2*('-M1%
got tickets but we’re going to go to every lecture’.
N'%*&&%.+.A%*-.%12'0%5'"'%)#<'12+-9A%12'0%5'"'%H,)1%
phenomenal. That’s when I decided I’d like to study
with Stockhausen (Author’s Interview 57.10.07).
Volans enrolled for a Masters degree at Aberdeen
University (19723) but was then invited by Stockhausen to
audition for the Cologne Hochschule (a gruelling interview
of piano playing and aural tests). At Aberdeen he wrote the
graphic score Module (1973)14 and a short but prescient
commentary on it that drew on information theory in a way
12*1% "'*))'))'.% 41#862*,)'-% ZK4#<'% X#1')% #-% Module’,
>?_BEF%P1%L#&#9-'A%S#&*-)%5*)%#-'%#3%#-&0%$('%)1,.'-1)%
accepted into Stockhausen’s composition class (Author’s
Interview 57.10.07).15 The friends he made in Cologne
included composers Moya Henderson, Claude Vivier,
Gillian Bibby, Robert Platz, Clarence Barlow, Chris
Newman, Walter Zimmermann, and Gerald Barry.
Cologne in the early 1970s was the European centre
3#"% -'5% <,)+8A% ')!'8+*&&0% '&'81"#-+8*A% H,)1% *)% +1% 5*)% 3#"%
';!'"+<'-1*&% 12'*1"'A% $&<A% *"1A% *-.% *"82+1'81,"'F% S#&*-)%
took seminars on composition and new music with
Stockhausen and Richard Toop, music theatre studies with
Mauricio Kagel, piano lessons with Aloys Kontarsky, and
later improvisation with Johannes Fritsch, and electronic
<,)+8% )1,.+')% 5+12% G*-)^f&"+82% G,<!'"1% Z\/+.EF% KN'%
had one 6hour seminar a week with Stockhausen out at
his house in Kürten, and two 4hour seminars a week,
something like Mondays and Fridays, with Richard Toop
… which were fantastic. Richard was really a great teacher
and very knowledgeable’ (Ibid). In Stockhausen’s classes
works such as Inori and Hebstmusik were analysed. In
1975 Volans became Stockhausen’s teaching assistant.
On return visits to South Africa in 1975/6 Volans gave

lectures at the University of Cape Town Summer School
on Mantra, Stimmung and other Stockhausen works
Z\/+.g%12')'%&'81,"')A%'-1+1&'.%K\-1"#.,81+#-%1#%12'%<,)+8%#3%
W*"2'+-`% 41#862*,)'-MA% K4#<'% *)!'81)% #3% 41#862*,)'-M)%
)'"+*&% 1'82-+I,')MA% KW#-1*61':% P% BC12% L'-1,"0% ='!2+)1#%
N*&1`MA% KO&,)7=+-,)MA% *-.% KV'&'<,)+6MA% *"'% +-% S#&*-)M)%
personal collection).
Volans studied every aspect of serial and electronic
1'82-+I,')A%*-.%!'"3#"<'.%<*-0%-'5%!+*-#%*-.%82*</'"%
works including his own piano work Nine Beginnings
(1979, with Gerald Barry). When Stockhausen was working
on Inori, Volans spent hours with him in his Kürten home
outside Cologne. Extracts from Volans’s diary of this period
)!'*6%1#%12'%8&#)'-'))%#3%12'+"%"*!!#"1:%
After he has been composing for a while he seems
<#"'%"'&*;'.%h%5'%1*&6%h%/'2*('%*)%'I,*&)F%G'%1'&&)%
me how far he is, & how far he has to go … I asked
2+<%+3%2'%5"#1'%'*82%)1",81,"'%*)%2'%9#')%*&#-9%d*-.e%
"'<*"6'.%#-%2#5%.+3$8,&1%+1%5*)%1#%6-#5%H,)1%2#5%
much to determine in advance. What were his ideas?
i%Kdje#,%)2#,&.%.'8+.'%3#"%0#,")'&3%J%0#,%5+&&%3''&%
much more proud, much happier if you do’ … I
8#,&.-M1% 2'&!% 3''&+-9% 2*!!0% 12*1% 2'% 2*)% ),3$8+'-1%
respect for me not to tell me, for there is no doubt
2'%8#,&.%"*11&'%#33%*%.#`'-%1'82-+I,')%ZS#&*-)%.+*"0%
>?_@%d-F!FeEF
P%<#-#!#&0%#-%)'"+*&+)<%/0%12'%Ka)1*/&+)2<'-1M%+-%Q'"<*-0A%
however, with its strictures about highly developed complex
structure and atonality, was for Volans increasingly limiting,
aesthetically (Author’s Interview 57.10.07). Even octaves
5'"'% )''-% +-% 12#)'% .*0)% *)% !"#/&'<*1+8% /'8*,)'% K12'0%
created an unwanted emphasis on one pitch over another
and thereby gave the impression of a tonal centre’ (Volans in
Gilmore 2006, 23). Volans was increasingly drawn towards
simpler textures, unplanned and tonal structures, and folk
music from various countries of the world – in which, indeed,
Stockhausen himself was also very interested. A new post
serial aesthetic developed in Volans’s work that saw him
turn more and more towards his home continent, Africa, for
inspiration. Hearing historically informed performances on
2*-.%8"*31'.%+-)1",<'-1)%/0%12'%9"#,!%=,)+8*%P-1+I,*%Wk&-%
(Cologne), which had formed in 1973, also helped Volans
to appreciate much later the possibilities inherent in African
instruments such as the mbira and panpipes, and in the sonic
'33'81+('-'))%#3%-#-^'I,*&^1'<!'"'.%1,-+-9F%
V2'% 1'"<% KX'5% 4+<!&+8+10M% 5*)% +-% 8,""'-80% 3#"% 12'% l'-^
like aesthetic that emerged among some younger European
8#<!#)'")%*1%12+)%1+<'A%<#1+(*1'.%)1"#-9&0%/0%12'%+-b,'-8'%
of American experimentalists such as Cage, Feldman, Reich,
and La Monte Young (see Beal 2006, especially chapter
6). Prominent among this group of younger composers in
Germany was Walter Zimmermann, whose piano piece
Beginner’s Mind (Zimmermann 1975) dates from the same
period as Volans’s own Nine Beginnings (Volans 1976).
Zimmermann’s book Desert Plants: Conversations With 23
American Musicians (Zimmermann 1976) inspired Volans’s
volume 37.1 2009
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Group of musicians in Walter Zimmermann’s ‘Beginner Studio’, Cologne, c1980.
I#/2)&"().(4&J)K(F/#-")L-2(%9)M/F(#&)N$..9)B/.-'%9)?(&(#)B(#(F9)8-#1#$(&)O$'7(2-'%9)@.-$')P-#0(#)
>?"/&/1#-3"(#)3#/F-F.5)Q$22(#2-''9)3"/&/)+%(7)F5)0$'7)3(#2$%%$/')/4)G(H$')B/.-'%D

book Summer Gardeners (Volans 1985), which comprises
eleven interviews with composers such as Morton Feldman,
John McGuire, Peter Garland, Howard Skempton, Tom
Johnson, and Zimmermann. It is misleading, however, to
,)'%KX'5%4+<!&+8+10M%*)%*-%,</"'&&*%1'"<%3#"%*&&%#3%S#&*-)M)%
music from the late ’70s and early ’80s, because this music
+)%3*"%3"#<%2#<#9'-#,)%+-%)10&'A%)#<'%#3%+1%"'1*+-)%*3$-+1+')%
with serialism, and some of Volans’s later works such as
Untitled%ZL2')1'"%>??TE%*&)#%.'!&#0%*%K)+<!&'MA%!*"'.^.#5-%
language.
Together with Zimmermann, Barlow, and Henderson,
S#&*-)% 1##6% !*"1% +-% *% !"#H'81% 12*1% /'9*-% +-% >?__% *-.%
probably consolidated a more concrete break with the
establishment than they might have realised at the time.
l+<<'"<*--M)%1'"<%3#"%2+)%!*"1%#3%12'%!"#H'81%5*)%Lokale
Musik (see 211!:77555F*-*&#9*"1)'-)'</&'F-'17BCCU7>B7
walterzimmermannphran.html, accessed 31.3.09). The
idea behind it was that the four composers would record
K)#,-.)8*!')M% +-% 12'+"% 2#<'% 8#,-1"+')% *-.% +-(')1+9*1'%
12'% "'&*1+#-)2+!% /'15''-% K3#&6M% <,)+8% *-.% +1)% -*1,"*&%
)#,-.% '-(+"#-<'-1)F% K4#,-.)8*!'M% 5*)% *% -#1+#-% <,82%
promoted at this time through the work of Canadian music
educationistcomposer Raymond Murray Schafer (see
Schafer 1977 and 211!:77555F)3,F8*7m1",*;75)!F21<&,
accessed 28.3.09). This notion inspired the four composers
to study their own region of the world, and compare results.
They later incorporated what they learnt into their work in
various ways – although this was not part of the original
plan (Volans pers. comm.).
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Zimmermann studied folk music and dance from his native
Franconia, Barlow studied the street music of Calcutta,
Henderson Australian indigenous music, and Volans the
music of rural Natal and Lesotho. With the help of funding
from Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR), the four went their
)'!*"*1'% 5*0)A% 8#-.,81+-9% +-1'-)+('% $'&.% "'8#".+-9)% *-.%
+-1'"(+'5)F% V2+)% !"#H'81% 8#-1+-,'.% ,-1+&% >?U>A% *-.% 12'%
8#<!#)'")M%$-.+-9)%5'"'%.+))'<+-*1'.%I,+1'%.+('")'&0%*-.%
-#1% +-% *% 8#^#".+-*1'.% 5*0A% 12"#,92% *% -,</'"% #3% H#,"-*&%
articles, conference papers, and radio broadcasts (see
Volans 1978ac, 1979ab, 1980ah, 1981ab).16 Its impact
5*)%*&)#%3'&1%+-%8#<!#)+1+#-)%/0%12'%3#,"%8#<!#)'"):%)''%
for example Zimmermann’s Lokale Musik (Local Music)
197778 (Neue Musik in Köln% d!"#9"*<<':% -F.F8>?UCeEg%
and Barlow’s Relationships for melody instruments
(Barlow in Feedback Papers Reprint 116, 19711978, 391
400). Fiona Richards has written about Moya Henderson’s
relationship to Australian landscape and Aboriginal music
from an Australian perspective (Richards 2006).
S#&*-)%<*.'%3#,"%$'&.%1"+!)%/'15''-%>?_T%*-.%>?_?F%=*H#"%
events that he documented were King Zwelithini’s marriage
1#% 12'% 45*`+% W+-9M)% .*,921'"% +-% [,-'% >?__% ZK\-(+1*1+#-M%
from the KwaZulu Chief Minister, 25.6.77), and Princess
Magogo’s repertoire of ugubhu (bow) songs at Ulundi in
Dec ’76, Feb and June ’77.17 One of the groups he met on
his travels was Ladysmith Black Mambazo, then probably
relatively unknown outside Zulu society, and he arranged
for them to perform at the Zulu Festival in Cologne in 1980
(see Volans 1980c).18
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Gerald Barry (left) and Kevin Volans c2000
>?"/&/1#-3"(#)+'0'/A'E)3"/&/)F5)0$'7)3(#2$%%$/')/4)G(H$')B/.-'%D

Music Festival in Johannesburg (1st SABC Contemporary
Music Festival Broadcast Centre Johannesburg 29 July,
Souvenir Programme, 23).

Volans made programmes about African music and
musicians for West German Radio, Voice of Germany,
and Belgian radio during 198081. He wrote on African
and European aesthetics in essays in the Colognebased
-'5%<,)+8%H#,"-*&%Feedback Papers%ZS#&*-)%d-F.FZ>?_UEeg%
S#&*-)%*-.%n"+1)82%d-F.FZ>?_UEeEF%G'%&#8*1'.%1"*-)8"+!1+#-)%
#3%1"*.+1+#-*&%<,)+8%+-%*8*.'<+8%H#,"-*&)A%&'*"-1%12'%</+"*%
a little, and attended a workshop on Nyanga panpipes
(Volans email to the author 7.11.08). At the same time,
he continued to play in concerts in South Africa, London,
Dublin, Berlin, Cologne, and Brussels as a concert pianist.
A performance of Gerald Barry’s Things That Gain by
Being Painted%+-%Y,/&+-%#-%_%[*-,*"0%>?_U%Zd!"#9"*<<':e%
7th Dublin Festival of 20thcentury Music, 613 January
1978) reinforced the attractions of Ireland, which he was
later to make his home. He also became a champion of the
music of Barry and other Irish composers (see for example
S#&*-)%*-.%]"*8'$'&.%>?U_EF
Early works

KwaZulu Summer Landscape Z>?_?E% +)% 12'% $")1% !+'8'%
Volans made that was directly based on soundscape
"'8#".+-9)%<*.'%+-%W5*`,&,^X*1*&:%*%_C^<+-,1'%1*!'%#3%K)+;%
-*1,"*&% )#,-.% '-(+"#-<'-1)M% .+)1+&&'.% 3"#<% 2#,")% #3% $'&.%
recordings near KwaNongoma ([Volans programme note
3#"%\LP%!"#9"*<<':e%Kevin Volans: African Paraphrases:
Installation% d-F.FA% >?UBeEF% \1% 5*)% !"'<+'"'.% +-% X'5%j#"6%
(Volans 197779a). An electronic realisation of the tape
made in Cologne, called Studies in Zulu History (Volans
197779b), was premiered at the Institute of Contemporary
Arts (ICA) London in 1982. Volans describes it as
Ko*"1+$8+*&p%8#<!&'<'-1%1#%12'%-*1,"*&%)#,-.%)1,.0%i%*"1%
presented as nature. I found I could depict more concisely
my experience of these sound environments by electronic
means than by using natural sound recordings, which tend
1#%)#,-.%'&'81"#-+8M%ZdS#&*-)%!"#9"*<<'%-#1'%3#"e%African
Paraphrases: Installation, Ibid.). In its low dynamic,
minimal change of density, and indeterminacy, Zulu History
is almost indistinguishable from Summer Landscape.
Another tape piece, called Cover Him with Grass (1979),
initially called Lesotho Mountain Village, was based on
recordings made on one of his trips to Lesotho, and was
premiered at the same ICA installation in 1982 (Ibid).
Studies in Zulu History was also performed in South Africa
the following year, during the 1983 SABC Contemporary

In the natural tape pieces, environmental sounds
present themselves to the listener almost unchanged as
compositional material, except for some cutting and
'I,*&+)+-9F% V2+)% 8*-% /'% 8#<!*"'.% 1#% 12'% 5*0% <+.% BCth
century composers used musique concrète, except that
2'"'% 12'% 52#&'% !+'8'% +)% K8#-8"'1'MF% \1% +)% -#1A% #-% 12'% #12'"%
2*-.A%'&'81"#-+8F%\-%12'%*/)'-8'%#3%*%3"*<+-9%ZK8#<!#)'.ME%
context or electronic manipulation, the natural sounds
)''<% 8#-)1",81'.% "*12'"% 12*-% -*1,"*&:% 12'% )+<,&*8",<% #3%
an electronic piece, as Volans notes above.In the electronic
piece, the abstract context then becomes the electronic
<,)+8% )1,.+#A% *-.% 12'% !+'8'% *% 8#<!#)'.% K-*1,"*&M% !+'8'F%
S#&*-)%8#</+-'.%K3#,-.%)#,-.)M%5+12%8#<!#)'.%#-')%<#"'%
conventionally in Delay in Glass (1979) and the much
later String Quartet No. 5: Dancers on a Plane (1995).
V2'%8+8*.*)A%5##.&*-.%6+-9$)2'"A%)I,'*60%9*1'A%*-.%#12'"%
environmental sounds heard in the Quartet were, however,
"'8#".'.%#-%*%K8#<!&'1'&0%)'!*"*1'%1"+!A%5+12%*%!"#3'))+#-*&%
sound engineer … in Venda and the Kruger Park’ (Volans
email to the Author 7.11.08).
Volans’s early style in Incidental Music to Pirandello’s Die
Riesen vom Berge (a Munich theatre production of 1980),
the twopiano Nine Beginnings (1979) and the solo piano
Monkey Music (1976, revsd. 1981) is sometimes atonal,
drawing (perhaps unconsciously) on pitch serialism and
(more consciously) on Liszt paraphrase gestures in Monkey
Music, and reimagining the relationships of chords in
functional harmony in Nine Beginnings. On the other hand,
Newer Music for Piano (1981), a set of eight pieces of
which the Intermezzo from Schumann’s Faschingswank aus
Wien%+)%!&*0'.%*)%!+'8'%X#F%S\\A%+)%I,+1'%1#-*&A%'<!2*)+)+-9%
octaves as well as sometimes using the interlocking
1'82-+I,'%3#,-.%+-%)#<'%#3%12'%P3"+8*-%<,)+8%12*1%S#&*-)%
had by this time heard.
When it comes to Matepe (1980) written for two re
tuned harpsichords and percussion and premiered at the
Ostasiatische Museum Cologne, a new picture emerges.
This draws on the Zimbabwean matepe song Aroyiwa
Mwana, traditionally played on an instrument similar
to the mbira called the matepe, and comprises several
+-1'"&#86+-9%K/"#6'-%82#".M%!*11'"-)%/*)'.%#-%12'%U^82#".%
harmonic progression which Volans distilled from the basic
1,-'F%Kq3%12'%!*11'"-)%9+('-A%X#)F%\\P%Z!&*0'"%>E%*-.%\\\P%
(player 2) are traditional. The rest are my own composition
… A performance of this piece should involve improvised
variation based on the chord progression’ (UND 1985,
d-F!FeEF% S#&*-)% 2'"'% ';1'-.)% *-.% '</'&&+)2')% 12'% /*)+8%
tune in something like the same way that Zimmermann
1"*-)3#"<'.%*-.%';1'-.'.%n"*-8#-+*-%3#&6%<,)+8:%1+</"*&&0%
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(in Volans) through the soundworld of harpsichords retuned
1#%<#.+$'.%42#-*%mbira tuning and African handrattles;
and structurally by means of paraphrasing, adding new
nontraditional variations, and introducing an element of
+<!"#(+)*1+#-%J%*9*+-A%1'82-+I,')%-#1%,-&+6'%12#)'%3#,-.%+-%
Liszt’s operatic paraphrases. What Volans was clear he was
-#1%.#+-9A%2#5'('"A%5*)%K5')1'"-+)+-9%P3"+8*-%<,)+8%^%12'%
!#!,&*"%<,)+8%+-.,)1"0%2*.%*&"'*.0%.#-'%12*1%d/,1%"*12'"e%
introducing some strictly nonWestern aspects of African
<,)+8%+-1#%12'%a,"#!'*-%8#-8'"1%"'!'"1#+"'M%ZKN2+1'%=*-%
4&''!):% L#<!#)'"M)% 41*1'<'-1M% d555F6'(+-(#&*-)F8#<A%
*88'))'.%>FBFCUeEF
In White Man Sleeps (Volans 1982) for 2 harpsichords, viola
da gamba, and percussion, premiered at the ICA, London
in 1982, the original music is sometimes very present and
)#<'1+<')%&'31%3*"%/'2+-.F%V2'"'%*"'%$('%KY*-8')M%Z12'0%*"'%
not called movements), each based on a different southern
P3"+8*-% "'9+#-*&% !"*81+8':% V)5*-*% Z!*-!+!'EA% 4*-% Z/#5EA%
Nyanga (panpipe), San (bow) and Sotho (lesiba bow) and
Sotho (concertina) (see ClarksonFletcher 1998). Volans
makes striking use of diatonic tonal centres, rhythmic
patterning, and interplay between instruments; there are
lively and sudden shifts in tempo, register, and dynamics,
+-8&,.+-9%12'%3*<#,)%K52+1'%<*-%)&''!)M%2,)2%+-%12'%KV2+".%
Dance’. The next pieces that Volans wrote were Journal

Stockhausen serialism, Stravinsky, American minimalism,
*-.% #12'"% K+-b,'-8')M% 2*('F 19 With She Who Sleeps with
a Small Blanket (a virtuoso solo for drums and marimba
that encapsulates the energy and polyrhythmic complexity
#3% P3"+8*-% .",<<+-9% 5+12#,1% *('"1% I,#1*1+#-% 3"#<% *-0%
African source), Volans had completed what he considered
his African Paraphrase period and was moving into a more
experimental style. Symbolically, it was written in Paris, en
route for his new life in Europe.
Most of the pieces written between 1982 and 1985 belong
to the time that Volans was Lecturer in Composition at the
University of Natal, Durban (19821984), and they were
included in a portfolio Volans submitted for the degree of
Doctor of Music (DMus) there in 1985. The photograph
below belongs to this period.
\-% 12'% .#81#"*&% 8+1*1+#-A% S#&*-)% 5*)% 2*+&'.% *)% K*% 0#,-9%
4#,12%P3"+8*-% 8#<!#)'"% #3% 8&*))+8*&% <,)+8% d52#e% 3#"% 12'%
('"0%$")1%1+<'%+-%12'%2+)1#"0%#3%8&*))+8*&%8#<!#)+1+#-%+-%12+)%
country, has made a serious and sustained attempt to discard
the shackles of a colonial heritage and produce classical
<,)+8%12*1%+)%*,12'-1+8*&&0%4#,12%P3"+8*-M%ZKa,&#90MA%fXY%
d-F.F%>?UDeEF%V2'%P3"+8*-%O*"*!2"*)')%5'"'%5'&&%"'8'+('.%
overseas. Adrian Jack, who directed concerts at the ICA
ZK=,)\LPME%3"#<%>?__%1#%>??D%*-.%5*)%*%6''-%*-.%1+"'&'))%
promoter of new music, explained recently in answer to my
I,')1+#-)% */#,1% 12'% '*"&0% S#&*-)% !'"3#"<*-8')A% 2#5% 2+)%
5#"6%5*)%!"')'-1'.%*-.%520%+1%5*)%+<!#"1*-1:
The African paraphrases were something entirely
new, and therefore attractive, to me. I was struck
by the gentle warmth of the music and the charm
of Kevin’s arrangements, for harpsichord, light
percussion, and viola da gamba. Our intention, in
1982, was to set the music in the context of eye
witness photographs of South, or Southern, Africa.
… So we had two short concerts (up to an hour
each?) each day of a weekend, in the upper gallery
rooms of the ICA, where we displayed [Desmond
L"'<'"M)e%8#&#,"%!2#1#)%#3%P3"+8*-%&*-.)8*!')F%V2'%
1*!')%#3%W'(+-M)%$'&.%"')'*"82%5'"'%!&*0'.%/'3#"'%
and between the short concerts as an installation
(Adrian Jack, pers. comm. 29.9.08).

Kevin Volans c1984
>?"/&/1#-3"(#)+'0'/A'E)3"/&/)F5)0$'7)3(#2$%%$/')/4)G(H$')B/.-'%D

(Walking Song) ZY,"/*-%>?UcEA%12'%$")1%('")+#-)%#3%Walking
Song and Kneeling Dance (Volans 1984; derived from the
KV2+".%Y*-8'M%#3%White Man Sleeps), and She Who Sleeps
with a Small Blanket (Volans 1985). In the latter, African
material is implied by the title but not present. It has
3,)'.%+-1#%12'%)#,-.%#3%S#&*-)%H,)1%*)%r+)`1+*-%!*"*!2"*)'A%
musicus
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They were also heard by audiences in Durban at the time
as something new and radical – promoting African sources,
b*,-1+-9% P3"+8*-% <,)+8*&% !"#8'.,"')A% 1,-+-9A% "2012<)A%
dancelanguage – all at a time when it was unusual to do
)#% Z)''% 3#"% ';*<!&'% <0% #5-% "'(+'5A% K=*)1'"% #3%P3"+8*-%
Sounds’ [Lucia, Daily News% DFTFUceEF% q-'% #3% S#&*-)M)%
students at the University of Natal in 198284 was Matteo
Fargion.20 Fargion remembers the novel impression
Volans’s work made on him as an undergraduate, raising
2+)%*5*"'-'))%#3%P3"+8*-%<,)+8%3#"%12'%$")1%1+<':%
\1%.+.-M1%'('-%#88,"%1#%<'%1#%I,')1+#-%d+1eg%+1%)''<'.%
to me so obvious that Kevin would use the stuff
12*1% 2'% 5*)% d8#&&'81+-9eg% +-% *% )'-)'% +1% 5*)% &+6'%
41"*(+-)60%d.+.eF%V2+)%5*)%12'%<,)+8%2'%&#('.A%*-.%
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so he was going to use it. It was fantastic. Really,
the impression I had was that this is from another
planet. That’s the only way to describe it. I’d never
2'*".% P3"+8*-% <,)+8F% \M.% /''-% 12'"'% d*&&% <0% &+3'e%
(Author’s Interview 30.9.07).

1+</"*&%I,*&+1+')g%*-.%')!'8+*&&0%1#%.#%12+)%*)%*%0#,-9%52+1'A%
<+..&'^8&*))A%'))'-1+*&&0%K*-1+^')1*/&+)2<'-1M%8#<!#)'"F%P)%
the UND Eulogy infers, White Man Sleeps was regarded
*1% 12*1% 1+<'% *)% *% K)'"+#,)% *-.% ),)1*+-'.% *11'<!1M% 1#% /'%
K*,12'-1+8*&&0%4#,12%P3"+8*-M%ZKa,&#90MA%\/+.EF%

Volans’s music 198286 coincided with two revolutions
sweeping through European and American contempo
"*"0% <,)+8% +-% 12'% <+.^KUC):% 12'% +-('-1+#-% #3% 12'% 8#<
!*81% .+)8A% *-.% 12'% 9"#512% #3% K5#"&.% <,)+8MF% V2'% 1'"<%
K5#"&.% <,)+8M% 5*)% Z"'E+-('-1'.% *)% *% <*"6'1+-9% )1"*1
egy in 1987 (211!:77555F"##1)<*9F8#<78#-1'-173'*1,"')7
world%5Fmusic%5Fhistory/, accessed 31.3.09), but the
notion was in circulation already. The San Franciscobased
W"#-#)%s,*"1'1%5'"'%*<#-9%12'%$")1%K8&*))+8*&M%<,)+8+*-)%
to catch the crest of the new wave, in which recordings
of popular and folk musics of the world were exposed to
undreamedof commercialism alongside new forms of art
<,)+8F%N2'-%W"#-#)M)%&'*.'"%Y*(+.%G*""+-91#-%"'I,')1'.%
*%I,*"1'1%('")+#-%#3%White Man Sleeps for an ICA concert in
1986 (Jack Ibid), then, it became a turning point in Volans’s
career.

The sense of doing something radical showed itself in
#12'"% 5*0)A% 1##:% +-8&,.+-9% 12'% 3*81% 12*1% /#12% S#&*-)% *-.%
Zimmermann tried to undermine the founding of what they
perceived as the conservative Cologne Society for New
Music on 25 June 1981 by founding a Society for Newer
Music (SNerM) and a Cologne Society for Experimental
Music, respectively, on the same day (Volans email to
Author 23.2.07). In their manifesto for SNerM, Volans,
Q'"*&.%]*""0%*-.%L2"+)%X'5<*-%(#5'.%K1#%!"#<#1'%5#"6%
and activity possessing an understanding and knowledge of
artistic freedom … Such work would necessitate a direct
view of the world, stripped of sophistication, & rooted in
a sense of wonder’ (Gesellschaft für Neue Musik, Wallraf
R+82*"1`%=,)',<%dL#&#9-'e%BDFTFU>EF%4-'"=%5*)%-'('"%*%
society in the sense of having a Constitution and members;
it was merely a statement, but an important one to make at
the time, and in Cologne.

\1%+)%2*".%1#%+<*9+-'A%-#5A%5+12%12'%/'-'$1%#3%*%2+-.)+921%
fraught with the ethics of appropriation in Volans’s early
work (see for example Taylor 1993, 1995, 1997, 2007;
Brauninger 1998; Olwage 1999/2000; Walton 2003/4;
Scherzinger 2001, 2004, 2004/5, 2008; far too big a debate
to take on and add to here), how exhilarating and also how
innocently daring it felt thenA% 1#% ,)'% K]&*86M% <,)+8% +-% *%
classical composition in apartheid South Africa, including
its harmonic progressions, tuning system, patterns, and

Volans’s Newer Music for Piano (1981) and White Man
Sleeps: String Quartet No. 1 (1986), encapsulate this ’newer’
sense of freedom, directness, and wonder. The Quartet
8"'*1'.%*%3,"#"'%+-%Y*"<)1*.1A%-#1%/'8*,)'%#3%12'%K!#&+1+8)%
of appropriation’ (which, as I have shown above, came
<,82% &*1'"EA% /,1% /'8*,)'% +1% 5*)% 8#-)+.'"'.% K+-*!!"#!"+*1'M%
+-% 12'% 5*0% +-% 52+82% +1% b*,-1'.% Q'"<*-% I,*"1'1% 1"*.+1+#-%
(Volans pers. comm.). It was however acclaimed in London,

Some of the Faculty of the Darmstadt Summer Course 1986
4#/2).(4&)&/)#$1"&J)?(&(#R8$,"-(.)N-2(#9)P-#F-#-)8/'0)I(.72-'9)8/#&/')I(.72-'9)B/.-'%9)P+'$&-)8-#,+%9)S/.41-'1)M$"2))
>?"/&/1#-3"(#)T&(H(')T./2-')C):;<UD
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52'"'% +1% 5*)% 2'*".% *1% &'*)1% +-% !*"1% *)% <+-+<*&+)1:% K41'('%
Reich entangled in the African bush’ (Potter 1982). Most
important, it was taken up not only by Kronos (White Man
Sleeps, Nonesuch 1987; Pieces of Africa, Nonesuch 1989),
but by choreographer Siobhan Davies, who in 1986 turned
White Man Sleeps into one of the most popular international
.*-8'% !+'8')% #3% 12'% &*1'% 15'-1+'12% 8'-1,"0F% KdVe2'% !+'8'%
)*-9% 5+12% *% 3"''.#<% 12*1% 5*)% "'b'81'.% +-% S#&*-)M)% )8#"'A%
"'('*&+-9%12'%K';+)1'-1+*&M%I,*&+10%12*1%Y*(+')%+)%)#%*1%2#<'%
with’, wrote one critic in the Cv Journal of the Arts (James,
1993, 30). It effectively launched Davies’s career (see the
list of works since 1988 on 211!:77555F)+#/2*-.*(+')F8#<7,
accessed 2.4.09). When Cover Him With Grass (Landor
1990) also appeared, including both versions of WMS and
other African paraphrases, Volans was inevitably seen
*)% K3"#<%P3"+8*M% "'9*".&'))% #3% 52'"'% 2'% &+('.A% #"% 2#5% 2'%
developed aesthetically.
Works from the later 1980s-1990s

Morton Feldman nurtured the new direction Volans took
3"#<% 12'% <+.^KUC)F% V2'0% 2*.% <'1% +-% L#&#9-'A% 12'-% +-%
Johannesburg (July 1983 when Feldman visited the SABC
Contemporary Music Festival), and again in Darmstadt
in 1984 and ’86. Unlike Stockhausen, Feldman was not
Volans’s teacher, nor perhaps did Feldman’s language
haunt him as much as 1970s serialism did (Volans was
much older when he met Feldman). He redirected Volans to
useful aspects of modernism – Stravinsky, Debussy, Cage
and other American experimentalists – both in music and
+-%$-'%*"1F%q-'%8*-%/'9+-%1#%2'*"%12+)%+-%5#"6)%),82%*)%She
Who Sleeps With a Small Blanket, written for percussionist
Robyn Schulkowsky in Paris in 1985 when he was en route
for Ireland. This is a virtuoso solo for drums and marimba
that encapsulates the energy and polyrhythmic complexity
#3%P3"+8*-%.",<<+-9A%/,1%5+12#,1%#('"1%"'3'"'-8'%I,#1*1+#-%
from any African source.
\-% P!"+&% >?UT% S#&*-)% K5*)% )2#"1^&+)1'.% 3#"% 12'% G'*.% #3%
Department for University College Cork. Despite not
9'11+-9% 12'% H#/A% 2+)% &#('% #3% 12'% 8#,-1"0% <*.'% 2+<% .'8+.'%
to settle in Ireland, and he took up a post as Composer
+-JR')+.'-8'% +-% ]'&3*)1% ds,''-M)% f-+('")+10% ZMUT^M?CEeM%
(211!:77555F82')1'"-#('&&#F8#<7.'3*,&1F*)!;tV*/\.uB@
c>h41*1'vB?CDuBh8#<!#)'"\.vB?CDu>TD>,
accessed
2.4.09). In July 1986 he taught at the Darmstadt Summer
Course, alongside a distinguished faculty that included
Morton Feldman, his wife Barbara MonkFeldman and
fellow American Bunita Marcus, and German composer
Wolfgang Rihm. This group represented some of the most
+<!#"1*-1% $9,"')% +-% 52*1% 5*)% 12#,921% #3% 12'-% *)% *-1+^
modern experimentalism in music (see Nyman 1999). As
British composerscholar Christopher Fox shows, however,
12'% Y*"<)1*.1% '12#)% 5*)% -,*-8'.% *-.% 8#<!&';:% +-% )#<'%
ways antimodernist, yet also espousing some of the values
of modernism (Fox 2007).
In 1989 Volans moved to Donegal and applied for Irish
citizenship. In 1994 his citizenship was granted, and he
settled in Dublin. (In the middle of all this, in 1992 he
musicus
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spent several months at Princeton University as Composer
inResidence.) While living in Belfast, Volans wrote a
series of works that radically explored surface and non
.'('&#!<'-1*&% )1",81,"'F% V2+)% -'5% K)10&'M% "'!"')'-1'.%
something of a break with his earlier work, and it begins
with Into Darkness (1987, revised 1989).21 This is a fairly
austere twomovement chamber ensemble work, turning
back towards an older European modernism (Stockhausen/
Boulez) and not related to Africa. It was a work written
,-.'"%9"'*1%!'")#-*&%)1"')):%S#&*-)M)%<#12'"%2*.%.+'.%*1%12'%
beginning of 1987 (his father had died in 1984). Material
from Notes d’un Peintre (Notes from a Painter) (1987), later
retitled String Quartet No. 3% *-.% ,&1+<*1'&0% KMovement’
for String Quartet, was used when Volans rewrote the
second movement of Into Darkness.
q-'% #3% 12'% <#)1% +-1'"')1+-9A% *-.% ';I,+)+1'% #3% S#&*-)%
shorter works, Movement was originally composed as a
3"''^)1*-.+-9%I,*"1'1%4*1`F%\1%5*)%!"'<+'"'.%/0%12'%[w"9'-%
Schwietering Quartet in the Durban Art Gallery on 8 April
1987, and dedicated to Durban artist Andrew Verster.
Volans’s relationship with Verster at this time was highly
)+9-+$8*-1% #-% *% -,</'"% #3% &'('&):% -#1% &'*)1A% +1% "'*3$"<'.%
what Feldman had already rekindled in Volans’s work,
which was an interest in the relationship of music to graphic
art and modernism.22 Volans painted several canvasses at
this time and Verster painted several portraits of Volans,
two of which were on display in the retrospective exhibition
KS'")1'":% O*)17O"')'-1M% Z8,"*1'.% /0% L*"#&% ]"#5-% *-.% $")1%
shown at the National Festival of the Arts in Grahamstown
in July 2008 Z)''% 211!:778,'!+;F",F*8F`*7<*+-F!2!t9Bv
+1'<\.uB?T@UA%*88'))'.%B%P!"+&%BCC?EF%V2'%';2+/+1+#-%5*)%
also shown at the South African National Gallery in Cape
Town in January 2009).
A short unitary work in one movement, Movement is
';I,+)+1'%+-%+1)%N'/'"-')I,'%1';1,"'%*-.%1"*-)!*"'-1%<'&#.+8%
&+-')F% S#&*-)% 2*)% )2#5-% 9"'*1% *3$-+10% 5+12% 12'% <'.+,<%
#3%12'%)1"+-9%I,*"1'1%3"#<%12'%)1*"1A%*-.%*)%#3%-#5%ZBCC?E%
there are ten. No. 2, Hunting:Gathering (1987) and No.
3, The Songlines (1988, revsd. 1993) were commissioned
and premiered by Kronos. No. 2 draws on kora music
from Mali, lesiba music from Lesotho, and an Ethiopian
3#&6% 1,-'A% 8"'*1+-9% K*% <,)+8*&% !*)1+82'% 12*1% !*))')% &+6'% *%
H#,"-'0%#"%*%."'*<M%Z482'"`+-9'"%BCC@A%TC?EF%41",81,"*&&0%
2#5'('"%+1%+)%('"0%,-,),*&:%+1%is%*%H#,"-'0g%-'+12'"%808&+8%-#"%
minimalist, but a chain of twentythree sections of material.
r*1'% +-% >?U_% 15#% #12'"% )+9-+$8*-1% '('-1)% +-% S#&*-)M)%
!'")#-*&% &+3'% #88,""'.:% #-'% 5*)% 12'% ,-1+<'&0% .'*12% #3%
Feldman on 3 September, and the other was that Volans
received a copy of Bruce Chatwin’s novel The Songlines,
in October.23 Chatwin himself has written of the way he
and Volans met (see What Am I Doing Here? (1990)). The
meeting was another crossroad, and a bittersweet one, for
L2*15+-%5*)%1#%.+'%5+12+-%H,)1%#('"%*%0'*"A%#-%>U%[*-,*"0%
1989. The Songlines provided the idea for a longterm
!"#H'81A% 2#5'('":% *-% #!'"*A% 52+82% L2*15+-% !'"),*.'.%
Volans and librettist Roger Clarke to base on the nomadic
life of Arthur Rimbaud rather than on his novel per se. The
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3act opera, commissioned by Dancelines Productions and
12'%a-9&+)2%X*1+#-*&%q!'"*A%1##6%3#,"%0'*")%1#%8#<!&'1':%
the libretto was constantly rewritten and extracts of music
were workshopped long before the premiere, which took
place on 5 July 1993 at the Almeida Theatre, London. It has
not been performed since.
n#"%*%!,/&+8%,)'.%1#%+--#(*1+('%5#"6%3"#<%*%K12#"#,92/"'.%
postmodernist’, as Andrew Clements described Volans in
the Financial Times in 1991 (Clements 1991), the opera
5*)% !,``&+-9A% *% 5#"6% +-% 52+82% K-#12+-9% 2*!!'-)M% *-.%
which director Peter Mumford seemed not to understand.
For Volans the production was a crashing disappointment,
although as it turned out, the criticisms of the work were
almost entirely positive. It is a chamber opera, lightly
)8#"'.% 3#"% )1"+-9% I,*"1'1A% )#&#% 5+-.)% *-.% !'"8,))+#-A% *-.%
!#)1<#.'"-% +-% +1)% 1"'*1<'-1% #3% (#+8')% *-.% -*""*1+(':% +1%
begins with what in traditional opera is the end, a death
scene. The opera reveals the tension in Volans’s work,
generally, between grand gesture and intimate, often
minimal (not necessarily minimalist) writing, and between
graphic play of surface and restless desire for movement;
3#"% *"1+)1+8% *-.% )!+"+1,*&% H#,"-'0)% #3% 12'% 6+-.% 12*1% +-.''.A%
Rimbaud (and Chatwin) embodied.
The opera had spinoffs, including the 3rd String Quartet,
pianist Yvar Mikhashoff’s brilliant transcription of Striding
Dance (premiered in 1992), and Volans’s wind ensemble
piece This is How It Is (1995). Chatwin was a kindred
spirit, who introduced Volans to a different class of society.
Through him, indirectly, Volans found his current home,
52+82% +)% *% "'-1'.% b*1% #-% 12'% Q,+--'))% a)1*1'% #,1)+.'%
Dublin. Chatwin’s widow, Elizabeth Chatwin, remains one
#3%S#&*-)M)% 8&#)')1% 3"+'-.)A% *-.% 12'% H#,"-'0% 1#% \-.+*% 12'0%
took together in October 1994 was a spiritual highlight in
the composer’s life (Volans diary, 1994).24
Other works were written during the genesis of the opera,
several of them for choreographers Jonathan Burrows,
Siobhan Davies, and Shobana Jeyasingh. Dance was an
inspiring collaboration for Volans, ensuring wider exposure

and more than one performance; and within the new intimate
aesthetic of contemporary dance emerging in London from
12'%&*1'%>?UC)%+1%*&&#5'.%3#"%12'%K!&*0%#3%),"3*8'M%+-%52+82%
Volans excels. These are not fullblown orchestral ballets
/,1% *"'% )8#"'.% 3#"% I,*"1'1A% #"% !+*-#A% #"% '-)'</&'% J% #31'-%
on stage with the dancers – sometimes including tape.
Chevron%Z>??CE%5*)%12'%$")1A%*-.%+)%*%82*</'"%#"82')1"*%
piece written for the Rambert Company (the dance was
called Signature), its harmonies slightly Stravinskian in
their patterning and pitch combinations. Correspondences
Zq81#/'"% >??CE% 5*)% *% I,*"1'1% *-.% ]*"+1#-'% )8#"'% 5"+11'-%
for the Shobana Jeyasingh Dance Company and the Smith
Quartet, and became String Quartet No. 4, The Ramanujan
Notebooks (December 1990). This Bharatha Natyam dance
opera is an analogy to the life of Indian mathematician
4"+-+(*)*%R*<*-,H*-%Z>UU_^>?BCE:%/#12%.*-8'%<#('<'-1)%
and music are numberbased, also drawing on the talam
rhythmic system of Indian classical music.
One Hundred Frames (1991) for orchestra also dates from
this period. Its title refers to Hokusai’s One Hundred Views
of Mount Fuji and it is delicate and nonconceptual in the
)*<'%5*0%*)%[*!*-')'%*"1A%*%),88'))+#-%#3%>CC%K(+'5)M%#3%
the same chord that explores surface and light without
.'('&#!<'-1F% KV2'% <#<'-1% 8#,-1)% 3#"% '('"012+-9MA% *)%
Michael Dervan put it in the Irish Times (10.12.91).
Listening to it is like looking at painting, hearing a
8#-)1*-1% )2+31+-9% #3% &+<+1'.% <*1'"+*&A% *% 1'82-+I,'% S#&*-)%
),/)'I,'-1&0%,)'.%*%9"'*1%.'*&F
N#"6)%3#"%.*-8'A%)1"+-9%I,*"1'1A%*-.%!'"8,))+#-%.#<+-*1'%
Volans’s output in the early Dublin years. Music for the
]]L%*"1%$&<%PlaneSong broadcast (11 April 1995, BBC2)
continued a separate existence as String Quartet No. 5:
Dancers on a PlaneF%P)% <'-1+#-'.% '*"&+'"A% +1% H,;1*!#)')%
1*!'.%)#,-.)%5+12%)1"+-9%I,*"1'1%<,)+8g%12'%-*1,"*&%)#,-.)%
drift in like memories. The most outstanding work from
this period is Cicada (1994). This 26minute piece for two
pianos is based almost entirely on one chord rocked gently
/,1%I,+86&0%/'15''-%12'%15#%!&*0'")A%2*".&0%'('"%';8''.+-9%
a mezzo piano. It was commissioned for the American
piano duo Double Edge and premiered in the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art on 25 April 1994.
Cicada

Cicada% ';'<!&+$')% S#&*-)M)% 1'-.'-80% 1#5*".)% 12'%
exploration of textured surface, inspired by images such
as those achieved in the balanced asymmetry of Congolese
"*3$*% 1';1+&')A% #"% a,"#^P<'"+8*-% */)1"*81% #"% <+-+<*&+)1%
art. Jasper Johns’s three paintings Dancers on a Plane
(1979) are visual parallels to Cicada, even more so than
the same artist’s Cicada (from which Volans took his
title). Johns’s Dancers are structured in two halves, mirror
images of each other, like Tantric images of Siva, creating
*%K)'-)'%#3%/*&*-8'%/'15''-%&'31%*-.%"+921%8#--'81'.%5+12%
the symmetry of the human body’ (Francis 1990, 7).
Elizabeth Chatwin on her farm in Oxfordshire c2000)
>?"/&/)F5)G(H$')B/.-'%E)+%(7)A$&")"$%)0$'7)3(#2$%%$/'VWD
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Figure 1 Cicada (1994) bars 1-2.)8+%$,)F5)G(H$')B/.-'%)C):;;U)!"(%&(#)8+%$,)*$2$&(7X)
@..)M$1"&%)M(%(#H(7X)Y'&(#'-&$/'-.)!/35#$1"&)T(,+#(7X)M(3#$'&(7)F5)?(#2$%%$/'X)

They are predominantly white, offset by acerbic pale red,
yellow and blue stripes (like the acerbic E and Csharp
+-% 12'% !"'.#<+-*-1&0% ]^b*1% <*H#"% 82#".% #3%Cicada), and
*"'%8#-)1",81'.%5+12%*-%'-9"*(+-9%1'82-+I,'%8*&&'.%8"#))^
hatching, where patterns of short parallel lines constantly
cut across the angles of other patterns.
The idea of a constantly moving image in Johns’s paintings
is perfectly matched in Volans’s music, which is why he
8*&&'.%+1%2+)%K$")1%9'-,+-'&0%<+-+<*&+)1%!+'8'M%ZS#&*-)%BCCCEF%
Not minimalist so much in the way it processes material as
in the way it approaches it. The inspiration for the piece
5*)% )#<'12+-9% n'&.<*-')I,'% *-.% '12'"'*&:% P<'"+8*-%
artist James Turrell’s skypieces; installations where a
)I,*"'%#3%)60%)''-%12"#,92%*-%#!'-+-9%+-%12'%8'+&+-9%),/1&0%
changes colour over time. After seeing a Turrell exhibition
one evening Volans stayed at the minimalist home of
*% 3"+'-.A% *-.% 12'-% *5#6'% -';1% <#"-+-9% K1#% *% 9&+11'"+-9%
)I,*"'% #3% ),-&+921% "'b'81'.% #33% 12'% )'*M% *-.% .'8+.'.A% K-#%
composition; don’t change anything except the tone’ (Ibid).
This is as much a sign of having arrived at the aesthetic
2'% 5*)% &##6+-9% 3#"A% *)% +1% +)% *% )+9-% #3% 8#-$.'-8'% +-% 12'%
material.
P1% $")1% 9&*-8'% Cicada )''<)% 1#% 8#-$"<% 12'% K<+-+<*&+)1M%
tag, on account of its repetitions (see Fig 1).
The two bars shown in the example are representative of
the whole work, which +)%*&&%K),"3*8'MA%-#-^.'('&#!<'-1*&A%
and nonhierarchical in its use of material, especially pitch;
and thus the very opposite of serialism. The pitch material
8#<!"+)')% 1"+*.)% P^L^)2*"!^a% *-.% ]^b*1^Y^n% J% !&,)% *%
seventh note, G (which enters shortly after the example
shown). The chords are perfectly chosen for – or perhaps
by – the shape of the hand, and acoustically they have a
!*"1+8,&*"&0% "')#-*-1% I,*&+10% #-% 12'% !+*-#F% L2"+)1#!2'"%
]*&&*-1+-'% .+)8'"-)% *% K.+)1+-81% 3*<+&0% "')'</&*-8'% 1#%
Stockhausen’s Klavierstück IX’ with its obsessively
repeated chord (2001/2, 8), but a more felicitous parallel is
Stockhausen’s Stimmung, which although not a piano piece
+)%*&)#%/*)'.%#-%*%]%b*1%Z?th) chord, and is more imbued
5+12% 12'% <'.+1*1+('% I,*&+1+')% #3%Cicada. The interlocking
musicus
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1'82-+I,'% #3% )2*"+-9% <*1'"+*&% /'15''-% !+*-#)% 8#-1"+/,1')%
to the delicate lushness of texture; indeed the resonances
would not be possible without such interlocking. Volans’s
basic unit of material comprises a bar of notes followed
by a very short bar’s rest (see bars 12), and the units are
"'!'*1'.%3"#<%B%1#%>B%1+<')%*-.%+-%*%-,</'"%#3%5*0):%3#"%
example, by changes of tempo, register, density and voicing
of chords, length of bars and number of repetitions, and
by stabilizing the tempo in certain places in contrast to the
3"'I,'-1%82*-9')%#3%1'<!#%'&)'52'"'F%
Like many African and minimalist music the piece has
-#%8#.*:%+1%H,)1%)1*"1)%*-.%'('-1,*&&0%+1%H,)1%)1#!)F%ZV2+)%+)%
unusual in Volans, who has a weakness for codas.) About
twothirds of the way through there is a sudden change of
1';1,"':%*%3#,"^-#1'%*)8'-.+-9%<'&#.+8%!2"*)'%ZL^)2*"!^Y^
EF), also shared between pianos. This short rising motif is
almost an urmotif in Volans, found in many other works
and in various guises – soft or loud, slow or fast, sometimes
with notes widely spaced; as far back as Monkey Music and
strikingly at the beginning of the Concerto for Piano and
Winds written the year after Cicada. Cicada contains hints
#3%S#&*-)M)%&*1'"%1';1,"'A%1##:%+1)%"*!+.%"+)+-9^3*&&+-9%/&#86)%
of sound are found throughout the Trio Concerto and
the 2nd Piano Concerto, for example (and in many ways,
too, the new chamber works Violin and Piano, Cello and
Piano, Viola and Piano written in 2009). The interlocking,
too, goes way back. Nine Beginnings (1976 rev. 1985) is a
play of atonal fragments between two pianos; and Matepe,
Leaping Dance, Kneeling Dance, and parts of White Man
Sleeps all use it.
Recent work

Cicada%+)%12,)%1#%*%8'"1*+-%';1'-1%!+(#1*&%+-%S#&*-)M)%#,1!,1:%
one can see many pieces written before as leading up to it
in the way that they use interlocking, patterning, texturing,
)2#"1%<#1+3)A%)<*&&%,-+1)%*-.%H,;1*!#)'.%/&#86)%#3%)#,-.)%
within a language that is neither wholly tonal nor wholly
*1#-*&F% r*1'"% 5#"6)% #31'-% 8#-1+-,'% 12')'% 1'82-+I,')% +-% *%
much starker realm, however, with stronger contrasts of
dynamics. The 6th String Quartet (2001) and Concerto for
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Double Orchestra (2002) are uncompromisingly wedded
to the idea of extremely frugal material tossed (or maybe
K1#"-M% +)% *% /'11'"% 5#".E% /'15''-% 15#% 'I,*&% +-)1",<'-1*&%
3#"8'):%+-%12'%Concerto it is two orchestras, so the result is
)#<'52*1%+-%12'%)10&'%#3%*%/*"#I,'%8#-8'"1#%9"#))#g%+-%12'%
Quartet%+1%+)%*%&+('%I,*"1'1%*-.%*%1*!'%Z#"%*%)'8#-.%I,*"1'1EF%
In Trumpet and String Quartet 2 (2001) single notes in the
I,*"1'1%*"'%8#-)1*-1&0%*1%12'%2''&)%#3%12#)'%+-%12'%1",<!'1F%
q-% 12'% #-'% 2*-.% +1% +)% "*.+8*&% -'5% <,)+8% 52+82% K)#<'% #3%
us are going to need time to assimilate’ (Gilmore 2006,
27), although critics at the premiere of the Concerto heard
echoes of La Monte Young, or Stravinsky, or Schoenberg’s
Klangfarbenmelodie, even Stockhausen’s Inori (Driver
2002). Cicada is like that moment in the 1960s when visual
art broke from abstract expressionism to minimalism, when
complexity gave way to surface with a resulting emphasis
#-% K*""*-9'<'-1MA% #"% .')+9-A% "*12'"% 12*-% 8#<!#)+1+#-F%
Volans was clearly thinking in terms of visual art, when he
wrote Cicada and pieces like it.
The narrative also has a place in his work, however, and
*%8#<!#)+1+#-*&%.'(+8'%2'%3"'I,'-1&0%,)')%+)%12'%K5*&6+-9%
motif’, found in the 2nd, 4th and 5th String Quartets, Walking
Song, the opera, the 8th String Quartet: Black Woman Rising,
and other works. These include the percussion pieces,
52+82% *"'% ,-+I,'% +-% S#&*-)M)% #',("'% /'8*,)'% *)% 5#"6)%
inherently rhythmic rather than melodic or harmonic they
are unrelated to each other or to other works. We have seen
2#5%<*-0%12"'*.)%8#--'81%I,*"1'1)%1#%.*-8')%#"%'('-%)1*9'%
works – such as those done in collaboration with William
Kentridge and Jane Taylor (Zeno at 4am (2000) which uses
the 8th Quartet, and Confession of Zeno (2002) which refers
to White Man Sleeps and Hunting:Gathering). Similarly,
the seven piano Etudes written in 20035 paraphrase or
I,#1'%3"#<%'*"&+'"%5#"6)A%),82%*)%Monkey Music (in Etude
V). The percussion pieces are original, and rooted in the
'*"12:% 12'% )#&#% She Who Sleeps in Africa, and the solos
Asanga (1998) and Akrodha (1999) and trio Chakra (2003),
in India. They are virtuoso, energetic pieces. Asanga means
K3"''.#<% 3"#<% *11*82<'-1M% Z*-.% +)% *&)#% 12'% -*<'% #3% *%
Buddhist saint who founded the Yogacara school); akrodha
+)% *% 4*-)6"+1% 5#".% <'*-+-9% K3"''.#<% 3"#<% *-9'"Mg% *-.%
chakra%<'*-)%K52''&MA%*-.%+)%*&)#%12'%-*<'%9+('-%1#%12'%
seven energy centres in the body. Thus they also relate to
S#&*-)M)%)!+"+1,*&%H#,"-'0F
Volans’s Piano Concerto No. 2 (Atlantic Crossing) (2006)
is more voluptuous, even romantic. Scored for a huge
#"82')1"*% #3% @% b,1')A% 1"+!&'% 5+-.)A% I,*.",!&'% /"*))A% 1,/*A%
2 percussionists (2 bongos, 2 congas, 3 tom toms, 1 bass
drum) and concomitant strings (16, 14, 12, 10, 8), it deploys
these forces so frenziedly that only the most virtuosic
!+*-#% 5"+1+-9% !'-'1"*1')% 12'% 1';1,"'F% K],1% +3% Atlantic
Crossing is a killer for the performers, it’s a wonderfully
accessible feast for the audience. Melding the emotional
transparency of the Romantic concerto tradition with the
varied repetitions of postminimalism, Volans writes with
the listener uppermost in mind, and the results are thrilling’
(Kosman 2006). The work was written for MarcAndré
Hamelin, who gave the premiere on 15 November 2006,

followed immediately by three more performances with the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra conducted by Michael
Tillson Thomas. It is music that harks back to the 19th and
early 20th^8'-1,"0% 8#-8'"1#:% 12'% 5#"&.% #3% r+)`1% *-.% R*('&%
that nurtured Volans as he was growing up. Something
#3% 12+)% -*""*1+('% )10&'% +)% 3#"')2*.#5'.% +-% 12'% K>st’ piano
concerto (1996), which likewise refers back to the lushness
and teleological momentum of romantic concertos.
Atlantic Crossing blows away the cobwebs of Volans’s
own immediate past (a recording of the performance, on
17.11.06 can be seen on 211!:77555F0#,1,/'F8#<7(+'5v
!&*0v&+)1t!uaUD>c@>cnaY@cU_Y, accessed 2.4.09); and
yet, it may be that it will be seen in future as that same
!*+-1'"&0% 5#"&.% <*9-+$'.% *-.% !"#H'81'.% #-1#% *% <,82%
larger canvass. The Trio Concerto (2005) for violin, cello,
and piano soloists and large orchestra, is less romantic in
language than in spirit, and is one of his best largescale
works to date. In 2008 he collaborated with German artist
Jürgen Partenheimer on The Partenheimer Project, a
"'1"#)!'81+('%';2+/+1+#-%'-1+1&'.%KY+)8#-1+-,+10A%O*"*.#;%h%
Precision’, which was displayed in several interconnected
galleries of Ikon Gallery Birmingham from 2 April to
18 May and thereafter moved to Kunstmuseum Bonn for
several months (August to November).
Invited by the artist to create a new composition
+-%"')!#-)'%1#%2+)%5#"6A%12'%<,)+8%d+)e%'&*/#"*1'.%
physically by speakers integrated into linear wooden
sculptures made by Partenheimer. As the artist’s
work relates to the condition of music in an abstract
sense of perception, so Volans attempts to embody
<,)+8*&&0%3#"<*&%*-.%'<#1+('%I,*&+1+')%*-.%+<*9')%
possible in painting, sculpture and work on paper
*)%)''-%+-%O*"1'-2'+<'"M)%!"*81+8'%ZKO"'))%R'&'*)'M%
(Ikon Gallery), 211!:77555FH,"9'-!*"1'-2'+<'"F
com/PDF/JP_PRIkon.doc.pdf, accessed 30.3.08).
For the premiere at Ikon, the Birmingham Contemporary
Music Group performed Volans’s 70 minutes of music live.
KV2"''% '-)'</&')% #3% <,)+8+*-)% <+""#"+-9% O*"1'-2'+<'"M)%
*!!"#*82% *-.% 12*1% #3% 12'% +-1'"8#--'81'.% 9*&&'"+')% d8"'*1'e%
physical displacement providing exciting and surprising
opportunities within the overall musical structure’ (Ibid).
P"1% 2*)% *&5*0)% !&*0'.% *% )+9-+$8*-1A% )0</#&+8% "#&'% +-%
Volans’s work; his relationship to art and artists has been
not merely a point of reference, but he has not created
music that is overtly referential. On the contrary, in terms
of the connotations such words have in the art world
2+)% <,)+8% +)% */)1"*81% "*12'"% 12*-% $9,"*1+('F% G#5'('"A%
the images that art offers have provided in some cases a
K1'<!&*1'M%3#"%S#&*-)M)%<,)+8*&%+.'*)F%V2'"'%+)%-#%)!*8'%1#%
explore the image in Volans’s work, to which a separate
article could be dedicated. I end with an extract from his
essay in the exhibition catalogue, in which Volans espouses
many of the most central tenets of his musical thought and
compositional process.
The exhibition was to be spread over a number of
spaces, so I decided to do the same with the music
– 3 ensembles playing in 3 different spaces, but
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each able to be overheard by the others … I also
decided that they should play without a conductor
and at independent speeds … Also I decided to
5"+1'% I,+1'% .+33'"'-1% <*1'"+*&% 3#"% '*82% '-)'</&'A%
only allowing one or two moments when they
would come together. To begin with, I wrote the
music of one ensemble from beginning to end,
then cut it up and stretched it out to 150% of its
length. Then I composed the music of the other two
ensembles around this, with long gaps where they
didn’t play. In this way I tried not only to avoid
$&&+-9%,!%12'%)!*8'%5+12%)#,-.A%/,1%*&)#%1#%."*5%12'%
listeners from one space to another – to entice them
to move around the galleries … I decided to create
as many different images as possible, and to use
very little repetition. This proved to be a challenge
+-% +1)'&3A% $")1&0% *)% +1% !"'8&,.')% 5#"6+-9% 5+12% *-0%
musical system whatsoever. Musical systems are
.'$-'.%/0%8#-8'!1)A%*-.%5'%*"'%"'<+-.'.%/0%G'-"+%
Bergson that we can think in images or concepts.
4'8#-.&0A% 1"0+-9% 1#% $-.% "#,92&0% TC% +<*9')% !'"%
ensemble proved exhausting. It is rather like trying
to write 60 small pieces of music, or 60 drawings,
52+&'% 6''!+-9% *-% '0'% #-% 12'% b#5% #3% #-'% +.'*% 1#%
another. (Fortunately, I only had to open a book of
reproductions of Partenheimer’s work to start a new
musical image forming in my mind.) (Volans 2008)

Martin Scherzinger, and Cobie van Tonder. It is not only as
a composition teacher but also as a writer and analyst that
he has had an impact, and a selected list of his writings is
9+('-%/'&#5F%n+('%'))*0)%12*1%"'b'81%#-%(*"+#,)%)1*9')%#3%2+)%
*')12'1+8%*)%*%8#<!#)'"%ZKParaphraseMA%KOf White African
and White ElephantsMA% KWhite Man SleepsMA% KDancing in
the DarkMA%*-.%KOne Hundred Frames’), can be viewed on
www.kevinvolans.com.
Notes

1.

It is however anticipated that Volume 29 of SAMUS:
South African Music Studies will partly be a special
issue in honour of Volans (SAMUS 28, 198).

2.

See for example Billboard% KV#!% L&*))+8*&% P&/,<)M%
for the week ending 21 November 1987, where the
Kronos/Nonesuch White Man Sleeps album was in
position 3 and had already been on the charts for 18
weeks. (Ratings here are based on sales, not critical
opinion.) It was not until 1992, however, when Kronos
released Pieces of Africa with music by Volans and
other composers from Africa, that WMS hit big time,
so to speak. It was Billboard’s best selling classical and
world music album in the USA, for 26 weeks. Volans’s
work has now become synonymous with Kronos to
the extent that (for example) when Jay Pather used an
extract from String Quartet No. 1: White Man Sleeps
in the University of Cape Town Drama Department’s
!"#.,81+#-% Ks*!2'&*% L*')*"M% #-% B_^=*"82^c% P!"+&%
BCC?A% +1% 5*)% &+)1'.% ,-.'"% 12'% K=,)+8M% 8"'.+1)% +-% 12'%
!"#9"*<<'A%*)%KW"#-#)%s,*"1'1M%"*12'"%12*-%KS#&*-)M%
ZKs*!2'&*%L*')*"M%!"#9"*<<'A%dBeEF%

3.

Except for a brief period when he left Chester and
was published under his own imprint, Black Sheep
Edition.

Awards and honours

Since 1984, when Volans was elected onto the board
of professors for the Darmstadt Summer School (Cage,
Ferneyhough, Rihm, and Lachenmann were his colleagues
that year), he has been much in demand as a visiting
teacher. In 198689 he was Composerin Residence at
Queen’s University, Belfast and in 199293 at Princeton. In
>??U%2'%5*)%9,')1%8#<!#)'"%*1%K[,-'%+-%],33*&#MA%X'5%j#"6%
State; in 2000 composerinresidence at the Grahamstown
Festival; and in 2003 visiting lecturer at his alma mater,
Wits, for three months. He has been featured composer
*1% 12'% f&1+<*% n')1+(*&A% q)&#% ZBCCcE% *-.% 12'% G,..'")$'&.%
Festival (2004), where his 9th String Quartet was broadcast
live on BBC Radio 3. Volans was keynote speaker at the
Princess Constance Magogo Conference in Chicago in
2004, Juror for the Schloss Solitude Young Composers
awards, Stuttgart in 2005/6, and Juror for the Gaudeamus
Composition Competition, Amsterdam in 2007. In 2008 he
)*1%#-%12'%$-*&%H,"0%#3%12'%\4L=%N#"&.%=,)+8%Y*0)F%\-%>???%
his 50th birthday was celebrated at a concert in the Queen
Elizabeth Hall, London, and in 2004 he was awarded one
#3%12'%2+92')1%2#-#,")%3#"%*-%*"1+)1%+-%\"'&*-.:%12'%=*"1+-%
Toonder Award of €10,000 from the Arts Council of Ireland.
Because he settled in Dublin rather than remaining in
4#,12%P3"+8*%2+)%+-b,'-8'%2*)%/''-%)1"#-9%+-%a,"#!'%*-.%
especially Ireland, with Donnacha Dennehy, Jennifer
Walshe, Deirdre Gribben and Jürgen Simpson among the
generation of composers who owe a debt to him. Yet young
South Africans have also sought his advice, and he has
+-b,'-8'.% 8#<!#)'")% *)% .+33'"'-1% *)% ]#-9*-+% X.#.*-*A%
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@F% G'%&'31%+-%>?U_%/'8*,)'%Kd#e('"%12'%!*)1%3'5%0'*")%d+F'F%
/'3#"'%>?U_e%12'%-,</'"%#3%<0%!'"3#"<*-8')%+-%4#,12%
Africa has totalled some 2 hours, as compared with
#('"%BCC%2#,")%+-%a,"#!'%*-.%P<'"+8*M%ZKr'11'"%1#%V2'%
Directors’, 20.9.87).
5.

An exception is the commission he received from
the New Music Indaba in 1999 for the choral work
One Day Fine, with funding from the Eastern Cape
Department of Arts and Culture.

6.

The Sontonga Quartet (until they disbanded in
2006) also promoted his music, and there have been
several performances at New Music Indabas at the
Grahamstown National Arts festival between 1999 and
2005.

7.

Originally commissioned by Michael Blake in 1987
3#"%12'%'-)'</&'%r#-.#-%X'5%=,)+8%ZKO"#9"*<<'MA%
London New Music, 28 January 1987).

8.

Some of the information in this article is known to the
author from personal contact with Volans over many
0'*")%Z)#<'1+<')%"'3'"'-8'.%)+<!&0%*)%K!'")F%8#<<FMEA%
some of it is available on his website www.kevinvolans.
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com, and some of the personal reminiscences about his
early life come from an author’s interview conducted
with Volans over three days (57 October 2007). The
unpublished documents also referred to are from
Kevin Volans’s personal collection and used here with
kind permission of the composer.
9.

The original shop is in Theatre Lane.

10. Volans hated and feared Maritzburg College’s para
military ethos although he remembers most of his
1'*82'")% 5+12% *33'81+#-F% V2'% !,-+)2<'-1% #3% K';1"*%
parade’ was what he particularly tried to avoid, since it
+-(#&('.%K",--+-9%,!%*-.%.#5-%12'%/*-6)%#3%12'%!&*0+-9%
$'&.)%5+12%*%"+b'%*/#('%0#,"%2'*.%,-1+&%0#,%(#<+1'.%
from exhaustion’ (Author’s Interview 57.10.07).
>>F% V#% !,1% 12+)% +-% 12'% $-*-8+*&% !'")!'81+('% #3% 12'% 1+<':%
on one occasion he was paid R35.70 (SABC payslip
3.7.72).
12. Peter Klatzow kindly gave me the original copy of the
score in August 2005, and it is now in Kevin Volans’s
personal collection. A word on the dating of Volans’s
5#"6)%+-%12+)%*"1+8&':%12'0%*"'%,),*&&0%.*1'.%*88#".+-9%
to when they were premiered rather than when they
were written/completed.
13. This is a remarkably detailed and sophisticated
undergraduate analytical essay.
14. There are too many works to list them all in the Sources
at the end of this article. Volans’s worklist can be seen
on various website including his own, his publishers,
and the website of the Irish Information Centre –
references all given elsewhere in this article.
15. In a testimonial written for Volans in 1975, Stockhausen
)!'*6)% #3% 2+)% !"#1x9x% *)% *% K2+92&0% 1*&'-1'.% <,)+8+*-A%
both as a composer and a performer … I anticipate
an outstanding career for him, and can recommend
2+<%5+12#,1%"')'"('%*)%#-'%#3%<0%$-')1%)1,.'-1)M%ZKV#%
Whom It May Concern’, 21.2.75).
16. I am indebted to Theo Herbst for the bibliographic
details of these radio transcripts.
17. He later deposited copies of these tapes at the Ulundi
Museum and the West German Radio archives, and
donated the originals to the British Library Sound
Archive (Volans pers. comm.).
18. In light of this, it is interesting to note that in 1979
Volans was contacted by ethnomusicologist Veit
Erlmann, then occasionally presenting programmes on
the radio station Deutsche Welle (Voice of Germany)
*-.% *&"'*.0% K)1"#-9&0% +-1'"')1'.% +-% 4#,12% P3"+8*-%
<,)+8MA%*/#,1%12'%!#))+/+&+10%K12*1%5'%<+921%+-1"#.,8'%
)#<'%#3%0#,"%8#<!#)+1+#-)%d+-e%*%!"#9"*<<'M%Z!#)18*".%
from Erlmann to Volans 28.3.79). Erlmann’s work on
LBM and the whole isicathamiya genre later became
seminal ethnomusicological research (see for example
Erlmann 1991, 1996, and 1999); and he also later
became Volans’s colleague at the University of Natal.

>?F% S#&*-)% +)% !"+86&0% #-% 12'% 1#!+8% #3% K+-b,'-8')MA% 52+82%
is almost certainly related to his dislike of stylistic
categories (see footnote below). In a recent email
interview with Music Critic of Die Burger, Wayne
Muller, Volans writes the following in answer to
=,&&'"M)% I,')1+#-% KN2*1% #12'"% +-b,'-8')% 2*('% 12'"'%
/''-%#-%0#,"%8#<!#)+1+#-)tM:%
\M('% !*))'.% 12"#,92% *% 9*<,1F% L2"#-#&#9+8*&&0:%
Kandinsky, Stravinsky, Franz Kline (at school);
Corbusier (I studied architecture for a year); Xenakis,
41#862*,)'-%Zd52+&'%\%5*)%*e%)1,.'-1%+-%Q'"<*-0Eg%
African textiles (principally Shoowa weavings from
Zaire) late 70’s; African Music (Shona Mbira music,
+-% !*"1+8,&*"% ^% &*1'% _CM)% d*-.e% '*"&0% UCM)Eg% =#"1#-%
Feldman (mid 80’s); Merce Cunningham (90’s);
Gerhard Richter (90’s). All of them, however, could
be described as abstract, moving from architectural
to nonconceptual (Volans email 3.4.09).
20. Fargion is now a successful composer in London,
whose work has included a longstanding collaboration
with choreographer Jonathan Burrows.
B>F% V2'% 5#".% K)10&'M% 2*)% 1#% /'% ,)'.% 5+12% 9"'*1% 8*,1+#-%
around Volans, but explaining why would go far
beyond the scope of this article. It is a word he has
"'!'*1'.&0%"'H'81'.%+-%+-1'"(+'5)%Z)''%3#"%';*<!&'%*-%
extremely useful interview with Jonathan Grimes on
211!:77555F8<8F+'7*"1+8&')7*"1+8&'>>BCF21<&, accessed
11.8.08, where he says of his work in Germany in the
>?_C):%K5'%.+.-M1%5+&3,&&0%9'1%"+.%#3%<#.'"-+)<A%/,1%
we did try to get rid of the idea of the style police%d+F'Fe%
that the only way to be modern is to write your next
style of serialism’). Another reason for eschewing style
is because of the way labels such as minimal, atonal,
tonal, serial, expressionist, modernist, postmodernist,
or conceptual have been used by critics to attempt
to interpret for themselves and their readers the
bewildering plurality of twentiethcentury music. The
word style here, carries with it a sense of evolutionary
2+)1#"0A%+-b,'-8'A%*-.%"'!'*1*/+&+10g%+.'*)%12*1%S#&*-)%
"'H'81)% /'8*,)'% 12'0% <*6'% &+)1'-'")% !,1% #-% 8'"1*+-%
6+-.)%#3%K&+)1'-+-9%9&*))')M%Z<0%1'"<E%52'-%12'0%2'*"%
new music, rather than simply listening afresh to the
surface and sound of the music. See his 5 essays on
www.kevinvolans.com for more insight into how
Volans thinks about aesthetics, compositional process,
and what he himself is doing in his own compositions.
BBF% K\-%12'%)'-)'%12*1%<#.'"-+)<%+)%-#1%*%)10&'A%/,1%*%1'-'1%
 nothing is given and there is no received language
 I consider myself a committed modernist’ (Volans
I,#1'% #-% 211!:77555F8<8F+'78#<!#)'")7!.3)7>>cF!.3,
accessed 2.4.09).
23. His friend the violist Margriet Tindemans sent it to him
(Volans pers. comm.).
24. On the close friendship between Volans and Elizabeth
Chatwin see Sue Gaisford’s interview with them in
the London Independent%ZKG#5%N'%='1Mg%211!:77555F
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independent.co.uk/artsentertainment/howwemet
elizabethchatwinkevinvolans1104323.html).
25. The sheep probably gave rise to the name of the self
publishing imprint Volans had during a short period
+-% 52+82% 2'% &'31% L2')1'"g% +1% 5*)% 8*&&'.% K]&*86% 42''!%
Edition’.
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